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1. First order approach: Simple lllastic ciesign 

The analysi" of the behayionl' of dastic-plastic frames neglecting the 
chang(, in g('omeiry of the ~tructures while ';('Hing up the pquations of equilib
rium ~\-in be referred to a::' first order approach. The loud-deflection diagram of 
the frame in Fig. la according to the first-order approach - assuming unit 
s hap" factor - is to be seell in Fig. 1, dots and numbers indicating plastic 
hinges formed at thl' cOITe~poll(ling cross-sections. 

If only failur{' load P F is of interest, then the detailed analysis of the 
structure behaviour can be omitted as the fundamnltal (static and kin"matic) 
th,'orPHlS of simple pla:-tic design directly yield the yalue [1]. 

TIH~ fundamf'utal tIH"orem:- of simple plastic clf'sign can b" utilised for 
two purposes: namely (i) to check the failure load of a given (previously de
~igIlPcl) structure or (ii) if th(~ PF value is given -- to compute the required 
yalue of the full-plastic moment J1" of thp cross-sections. This latter will be 
rEferred to as "direct 111Pthod of design", illustratf~d in Fig, le to e. Based on 

preyiou;:: consideration an adequate yield mechanism (pattern of plastic hinges) 
is to he chosen (Fig. le). Denoting the displaccments of the external forces in 
tlll' yield mechanism by Hi and the hinge rotations hy /.j (Fig. Id), thp virtual 
work equation furnishes: 

(1) 

Supposing all the plastic hinges to form under a common value NI" of full
plastic moment, the required i'.1" value will be: 

;:;.' r:t.ill; 

j\I" = P
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(2) 

Subsccluently - using the equilibrium equations the entire moment dia
gram can he determined (Fig. le) and thc structure will be safe if designed so 
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that the bending moments due to the furmer moment diagram nowhere exceed 
the full-plastic nl01ncnt of the corresponding cross .. s('~ctions. 

The ba8ie assnm,ptions in Simple Plastic Design restrict its mp to cases 
[2], [3] where either a:-;:ial forces or deflections ,HP :3m"ll (continuous hpam;;;, 
no-sway frames '\\-ith :"toeky columns lwnt in double cnrYatul'(' (,tc.). In other 
case~ it In:l'y givp un~~af(' e5tin1att~ of thp failure load. 
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Fig. 1 

2. Second order 

Second order approach can be spoken of where the equilibrium equations 
are set up taking into account the deformations of the 5tructure. A typical 
loael-deflection diagram according to a ;;eeoHi order approaeh - and supposing 
again unit shape factor is illustrated in Fig. 1f. It diffors basically from that 
in Fig. Ib; (i) br<1'1ches are curviliJ.e::tr; (i~) th" failure load (p:::ak load) is less 
than in the simple plastic theory: (iii) failure n1'lY occur hefore the complete 
yield mechanism has developed anel is followed by unstable behaviour. In 
addition, the location and sequence of the plastic hinges do not necessarily 
coincide with those in the first-order approach. 

Though the elastic-plastic frame analysis based on second order approach 
is dealt with in thc literature [4], [5], [6], its practical application is cumber
some and bound to the use of a computer. 

This paper is to offer an approximate solution possible by manual cal

culation as well. 

3. Assumptions 

Let a frame - such as that in Fig. 1 - be subject to monotonously in
creasing loads proportional to a single load factor P. In general, during the 
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loading process th,' axial forces N g in the members vary not only hy magnitude 

hut hy relative proportion to each other as ,,-ell. 
For sil1lplicity's sakc we confine us to cases 'where - up to the failure 

load - a good approximation can be l'pachecl, expressing the axial fm-ces in the 

form (Fig. 2a): 
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case Inethod of 

_-1.ccording te the Plastic the failure load - as indicated 
hy Eq. (1) - t!epenc15 upon the value of thf' full plastic moment only. In a 

second order aIJproaeh, ho\\-eve1', failure load dq)cnds upon two quantities: the 
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full-plastic moment of the eross-seetioll:;; (the "strength" of the structure) and 
"flexural rigidity" El of the mf'mbers (E being thf' Young's modulus and 1 
the moment of inertia of the eross-section). Assuming El to increase infinitely, 
the concept of rigid-plastic material i" arrived a1, failure will only occur after 
the formation of a complete yield mechanism (sef' "mechanism curve" in Fig. 
2a). With decreasing stiffness the load-deflection curye may reach its peak 
value after the formation of hinges le85 than lwedecl for the yield meehanism 
to develop (10,,;£>1' cnrn.'s '" 3a). 

t1 
L 3. 

Q) b) 
Fig . .3 

A special but easy to handle case of the "direct method of design" is to 
design a strueture where the predetermined failure load P F coincides with one 
of the "deteriorated eritiealloads" P",w Fig. 3b represents a case with n = 3, 
i. e. the strueture fails as soon as the third plastic hinge has developed. The 
"deteriorated" critiealload Pcr,3 (the buckling load of a completely elastic 
frame with three real hinges and subject to a given set of axial forces) is a 
function of geometry (L) and rigidity (El) data: 

e being constant. Setting 

eEl 
p cr .. 3 = 

£2 

the required value of the frame rigidity is 

£2 
El = PF . 

e 

(4) 

(5) 
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The next problem is to calculate the required value of the fuU-plastic moment 
NI". To this aim let us consider two structures (Fig. 4a, b). The first one is the 
actual structure just before failure: the load factor is equal to Pp, the third 
plastic hinge (at cross-section 3) is just about to develop. The displacements 
and the bending moments at cross-sections f = 1; 2; 3 are denoted by u and 
Jlj , respectively. 

The second one is the "deteriorated:' structure with three real hinges 
subject to axial forces only, the load faetOT heing Per = Per,3' This structure 

will buckle under the load P er ,3' The displacement and the hinge rotations 
during buckling are denoted by u and Xh respectively. The axial forces in 
both structures are defined by Eq. (3), and are supposed to keep unchanged 
during buckling. 

Let us set up two virtual work equations, using two-way combination 
of loads and dispbcenwnts of both systems: 

, 'P " 1,1" - , , '(3 P \" ,-, 1 17 r ,. "-I! d _ Xi plli - _ NL/~j ~ _ JI< p, u U (;1: =.D, ,\ Il H X 
i j "I I 

"(3 P \'._' '1,' _ J I< er ,3, U 1! (;t. 
le ' [ 

El \' u"u" dx. 
i 

(6) 

where ll' and ll" denote first and second derivatives, respectively. (Displace
ments u and u contain only first order terms, so 113 = u3 = 0.) 

After subtraction: 

Pp) '\ U'll' dx. (7) 
, 

Considering Eq. (5) 

Pp:::"'X;H; = ::::.: lH/~j. 
; j 

(8) 

~ ow if failure has to occur at P F = PCr ,3 (Fig. 4c), bending moments Nlj in 
cross sections j = 1, 2, 3 have to equal the full-plastic moment, and thus 

Pp 2.: 'X;u; = Ji.' !lvI,/-;;' j j 
j 

(9 ) 
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Eq. (9) replaces Eq. (1) of the Simple Plastic Theory and helps to compute the 
required value of 11[11' Supposing all the plastic hinges to form under the same 
value of }\;111 , by analogy to Eq. (2): 

(10) 

Using (5) and (10) the flexm-al rigidity EJ of the memhers and the 
full-plastic moment in the plastic hinge cross-sections can be computed . 

. ) 

For de:::igning the rest of th{, cros:::-s('etion~ the en til'P 

diagl~aln at failure is to hr: knO\\-E. This can 

as the strcntUl'e lS in G!l indifferent std of 
failu:r~ load (,qual tn 

P 
..L F (11) 

Without the 
1110n1ent diagraul JJ cl t failure be 

(12) 

The nloment diagra:rll _'lIn refers to the structure aftt.~r rCnl0Yl11g one plastic 
hinge chosen arhitraTil:y- Se). _A.s thus the fran1e gets into a state of stahle 
equilibriurn and the plastic can h0 eCll:3idc-l'cd as real hinges ,yith C'xtfT-

nal moments equal to the full-plastic InCnlleI1 t acting upon thf:'m~ the diagrrHYl J1 G 

can be determined by a ~econd-onkr elastic [et]. The second hending 
nloment diagram JI the 1110Illents arising eluTing hllckling: 
of the "deteriorated" structure (Fig. od) (-with three real hinges and 81.1bject to 
axial forces only), which caIl he cletenninecl by known methods of seeond
order elastic thCOTY [~1]~ at least ,-:s far as its shape i::: concerned. The CGIlstant 

factor a is to he chosen as follows: 
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Likc the bending: moments, the displacement::: - among them pla:::tic 

hinge rotations I.j - can be built up of similarly chosen components: 

- G%, (13) 

where I.j and !.j arc hinge rotations In the two structures defined above. "\'\1 e 

shall get the actual n10rnents and disph1C(~lnents by s~lecting the vatu.E' a 80 

that for all rotations 

% sign %; 

and 

TIH' direct de8ign 1l1C'thocl 

that plastic hinges llo not f~)rn1 hut at 

in the exanlple by 1111111bf"r.:: l~ ~ and to the mo-
111ent diagr~llH Jl J10 -L (1 JI at faiIur(~ \\-ill 111 a l{f' it certain to avoid other 

plastic hinges to fxi~t at .i'ailure loacl~ IJut further prove' is nerdecl~ that no 
otIH:r plastic hil1ge~ rley{~IGP in prp\.-ious ~tr:.ges of the lo::Hling pToecss. In COll

forrnit")- \\-ith th0 condition that~ the cress-sections are of ltnit shape f~:ctor~ thp 

interaetion curye het\,-cen axial force and fuH-plasi le nlOlll('ut \\-in h{~ a straight 

line like that indicated in Fig. 6. It is to pr!JYe that hc-nding 1110Incnts at ally

value of the load factor P win not exceed the interaction Cluve. A method for 

this prove will he given ill a sub~equcnt puhlication. 
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The suggested direct design method is not applicable if failure occurs 
after formation of a complete yield mechanism. This case is dealt 'with in [101 
III detail. 

Finally, a special case emerges if in Eq. (9) 

0, (15) 

as ('. g. ill case of the frame inclica ted in Fig. i, the actual deformations being 
normal to the buckling df'fol'mation. This case lllay Ipad to a hifurcation under 

stabl" conditions [11 J. 

Suuuuarv 

The use of the Simple Plastit: Desi~ll is restricted to cases ,,·here change in geometry of 
the structUl'e has negligible effect. otherwisc it mav gi,'c unsafe estimate of the failure load. 
Papcr offers a direct ~nethod of design to be llsed wile;l the strncture fails by instability of the 
whole structure before a complete yield mechanism has developed. Attention is drawn to a 
special application of Shanley's phenomenon as wel!. 
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